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Galactic PeVatrons 

• Almost 200 sources of gamma rays with E ≥ 0.1 TeV are
currently known, mostly thanks to the IACT technique
great success in recent 10-20 years

• •Highest ever measured photon energies from these
sources are limited to ≤ 80 TeV

• •Where are the sources of Galactic cosmic rays, 
accelerating particles to PeV energies, can we measure
at 100’s of TeV ? 

• •One obvious drawback of all currently existing detectors
is their relatively small collection area

• •One needs to provide detectors with a collection area of
the order ≥ 1 km² for providing signal statistics in a 
reasonable time



No data









Tunka-REX: TUNKA Radio EXtension

Cosmic and g-rays for E ≥ 1015 eV

Array of 63 antennas



TUNKA-133, TAIGA-HiSCORE
(High Sensitivity Cosmic Origin Explorer)
(results were presented in V.Prosin talk)







TAIGA-HiSCORE 

• One would expect that the γ-initiated EAS will 
provide a relatively smooth pattern on the ground, 
while those initiated by hadrons, should show 
irregular patterns and used for hadron background 
rejection

• By using MC simulations and comparing with the 
available data, we are currently studying in detail 
these aspects

• Besides, the threshold of such a detector shall be 
relatively low, in order to compare its performance 
with that of an imaging detector like CTA 





HiSCORE + IACT



Hybrid Image scaling:

DK from timing array Image from telescope(s)

1) large inter-telescope distance = large Aeff, 

2) scaled width separation parameter





HiSCORE + IACT detectors, 

combining the imaging with the non-imaging technique 

- provide background rejection

- increase of the measurements from a few TeV to 

hundrets TeV energy range







One of TAIGA high-priority goals: operate 58 HiSCORE stations with the 1st IACT 



IACT fabrication in JINR, Dubna 



The mechanical 

structure of the TAIGA-1 

telescope in a workshop 

hall of the JINR in 

Dubna in June 2016 



IACT insallation in Tunka

26.08.2016



First IACT

under construction



 Tunka-IACT setup

Mirror:
•Davies-Cotton optic type
•Focal length: 4750 mm
•34 spherical mirror segments
•Diameter of each segment: 60 cm
•Diameter of the mirror: 4.3 m 

Camera:
•547 hexagonal-shaped pixels
•PMT XP1911: window of diam 15 mm 
•Winston cone: 30 mm input size, 
15 mm output
•FOV of single  pixel: 0.36°

•Full FOV:   9.72°

Operation at the conditions of hard Siberian winter!!!

Camera





07.09.2016

IACT camera assembling



Two channels of MAROC3 process the signals from one PM 
splitted to provide the necessary dynamic range. 

The "Dead" time is not more than 200 μs 
which is about 1% of full-time detection at the 
expected rate of ~ 50 s-1

Tunka-IACT DAQ



TAIGA-REX (TUNKA Radio Extension) 
Tunka-Rex, Tunka-133, Tunka-Grande cross-calibration

(It was presented in V.Prosin talk)
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Thank you



MAROC3 ASIC board

The basis of the camera readout electronics is the 64-channel ASIC MAROC3, 
which receives signals from the 28 PMTs.

Each channel includes: preamplifier with 6 bit adjustable amplification, a charge-
sensitive amplifier and a comparator with an adjustable threshold. The ASIC chip 
comprises a 12-bit Wilkinson ADC. It has a multiplexed analogue output to an 
external ADC with a shaped signal proportional to the input charge, and 64 
output trigger signals.

FPGA (FPGA EP1C6Q240C6): formation of the first level trigger 
(n-majority coincidences from 28 PMTs); control of  the settings of the 64-channel 
ASIC;  the ADC operation. The system of the MAROC3 control includes generating a 
local trigger, analog-to-digital converting, the loading of the MAROC3 configuration 
and the interface with the upper level system. 



Assembly of 28 PMT  with dividers, HV supplys, cross board 

and MAROC board






